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Overview of Water Utility Check Box Programs

Program Overview
Water resources – water quality, stream flows, etc. – consistently rank as Americans’ top
environmental concern. Yet, at the local level, many people do not know what they can do to
improve water resources and the environment in their own community. At the same time, water
utilities are ramping up water conservation programs in the face of increasingly scarce water supplies,
especially in the Western states. A new approach, Conserve to Enhance (C2E), links these issues
for the first time – making a difference locally in places people care about, while increasing water
conservation by individual water users.
Conserve to Enhance grew out of an identified need to provide water to the environment in Arizona
and other Western states. Water is a scarce resource in many parts of these states. An innovative
mechanism was needed to link water conservation by end users, which extends available water
supplies, and environmental enhancement. Because water is difficult to move from one place to
another without expensive conveyance systems, and in many cases environmental enhancement
projects require water on a temporary basis, Conserve to Enhance provides funds to support
identified projects. Driven by local priorities, C2E focuses on purchasing water for instream flows,
restoration projects that may require only short-term water supplies for establishment, or projects that
improve local water quality.
The logic of Conserve to Enhance – using the environment as a motivation for implementation of
water conservation – has its foundation in research on consumer attitudes and behaviors. Consumers
who are more environmentally conscious tend to use less water when they are also educated about
what they can do to increase their water efficiency. By providing a means to link traditional water
conservation programs – water audits, rebates, retrofits, landscape conversions, etc. – with the
environment, Conserve to Enhance can improve the penetration and effectiveness of these programs.
Large industrial water users can also benefit by incorporating Conserve to Enhance into their
corporate sustainability programs. Conserve to Enhance provides a standardized, simple approach
to tracking water efficiency improvements, the monetary value of avoided water use, and a means
for delivering corporate donations to meaningful, on-the-ground environmental projects that make
a difference in the community. While this guide generally focuses on how to implement Conserve
to Enhance in a utility setting, the same general principles apply to corporate settings, though
the program may be simpler for corporate entities to implement because of less complex data and
tracking requirements.
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How it Works
Conserve to Enhance’s innovative approach provides a direct link between voluntary water
conservation actions by water users and local environmental projects. Once C2E is established in
your community, water customers who participate can:
1. Conserve water at their home or business by changing behaviors and/or installing new
water-conserving fixtures or appliances.
2. Track water savings compared to their past water use through their water bills.
3. Donate the money saved on their water bill as a result of water conservation to a C2E fund.
4. Then, the C2E fund provides money for community-selected environmental enhancement
projects, ranging from securing instream flows to restoring native vegetation to installing
new green infrastructure projects.
By providing a mechanism to link water use with donations, C2E provides a new funding stream
for environmental projects and a new motivation for water users to conserve. And because C2Esupported projects take place in participants’ own communities, they can easily see their efforts
are having a meaningful impact for the environment. A pilot program in Tucson saved 1.2 million
gallons of potable water and generated thousands of dollars in donations for an environmental
restoration project in its first year.

Multiple Benefits
What makes C2E unique is its ability to provide multiple benefits to a range of stakeholders and
meet a variety of utility and community goals, all through a simple, easy to use tool.
The public benefits from:
• Environmental enhancement projects in their community, improving quality of life;
• The ability to support enhancement projects at no new cost; and
• Increased awareness of the connections between their behavior and the environment.
Utility benefits include:
• A new motivation for water conservation, engaging traditional non-joiners who are not
interested in conserving water to support future growth;
• By linking water conservation with the environment, C2E provides a basis for education
about not just water conservation, but about the water system as a whole;
• For utilities with storm water responsibility, C2E funds may be used to install storm water
management practices, such as improved green infrastructure; and
• The possibility that C2E funds may be used to purchase water from the utility, helping to
offset lost revenue that may result from increased conservation.
Benefits for environmental conservation organizations include:
• A new, reliable funding stream to achieve environmental enhancement goals including
5
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instream flows, green infrastructure projects, riparian restoration – whatever your
community designates as its priorities;
An opportunity for dialogue about community priorities for water resources restoration and
protection projects
Funding to support projects that address identified priorities;
Less overall water use, potentially improving instream flows, temperature of streams, and
other measures of water quantity and quality; and
Education about not just water conservation, but about the water system as a whole.

Benefits for corporations implementing their own C2E programs include:
• Increased water efficiency in operations, lowering costs and mitigating risk;
• Opportunities to contribute to environmental enhancement in your community, benefiting
your employees and the community at large;
• Positive public relations.
Overall, Conserve to Enhance helps address an unmet need – providing the environment a seat
at the table as a water user. By providing much needed funding, C2E gives the environment a
voice. Consumers participating in the program know their conservation efforts will benefit the
environment. Without C2E, the benefits of water conservation are less tangible for water users, or
conservation may even be seen as having negative outcomes.

Developing a Conserve to Enhance Program
This guidebook provides a comprehensive review of the steps to develop C2E for your community.
It covers each step of the program development process in detail and is a useful resource as you
work through the process of developing a program in your community. Conserve to Enhance is a
flexible program that is easily adapted to fit the needs of most communities. Additional resources are
available from The University of Arizona Water Resources Research Center: a project website and
staff with experience developing C2E programs. If you have questions that are not answered by this
guide, or would like technical assistance as you begin to develop C2E in your community, contact
the WRRC:
			Inside Arizona:			Outside Arizona:
			Candice Rupprecht		Aaron Lien
			520-621-6318			520-621-3795
			candicer@cals.arizona.edu amlien@cals.arizona.edu
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Guidebook Outline:
A. Getting Started
Section 1: Key Elements Guide – Provides a quick overview of the C2E program development
process and the outline for a program implementation plan. The structure of this guidebook mirrors
the Key Elements Guide.
Section 2: Readiness Rating Worksheet – A worksheet to help you evaluate where to focus your
efforts as you start to develop a C2E program in your community. This worksheet can be used when
you first start developing a C2E program and occasionally throughout the development process as a
check-in to see where you are and what areas to focus on.
Section 3: Program Development Timeline – A basic timeline noting program milestones and
estimates of time needed to achieve these milestones. The timeline should only be used as a reference;
every community is different, so don’t get discouraged if it takes you longer to reach a certain
milestone than is estimated in the timeline.
B. Program Development Guidance
Section 4: Partnership Building: Audiences and Approaches – an overview of the partnership
building process and which partnerships are especially important to establishing C2E in your
community.
Section 5: Program Goals – an overview of goals and project types compatible with C2E.
Section 6: Conservation Calculator and Accounting Options – determining your approach to
accounting for water conservation and collecting donations is the most technical and difficult part of
developing a C2E program.
Section 7: Developing Program Oversight – strong program oversight is critical for maintaining
program credibility.
Section 8: Implementing Conserve to Enhance in Your Community – the last step in the
program development process. Putting it all together and launching your program.
C. Implementation Resources
Section 9: Communications and Outreach Resources – we provide some basic communications
resources such as fact sheets and brochures to give you something to build off of.
Section 10: Evaluating Success – after you successfully launch C2E, it is time to transition to
evaluation to determine how you can grow and improve it over time. The Water Resources Research
Center can assist with your evaluation needs.
D. Program Development Questions – An FAQ for C2E program development.
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A. Getting Started
Section 1: Key Program Development Elements
Program development is an iterative process. Steps may be taken simultaneously or in a different
order. These Key Elements can serve as a guide for the development of a Program Design and
Implementation Plan in your community.

 Identify Key Partners: Identify and determine potential stakeholders’ interest in C2E and
desire to become program development partners. Key partners may include environmental
organizations, local government departments, elected officials, business organizations, and
community organizations. (see Section 4)

 Gain Utility Support: Determine the interest and commitment level of your community’s utility
or water provider. Engagement may range from a simple data sharing agreement for tracking
water use to full program integration into the utility’s billing system. (see Section 4)

 Identify General Program Goals: Each community has different environmental enhancement

needs and goals. Early in the development process, key partners and the utility should define the
general goals of C2E and the type of projects C2E will help support. C2E is intended for use
with on-the-ground projects. Examples include instream flow restoration, green infrastructure for
storm water treatment, and aquatic habitat improvement. (see Section 5)

 Select a Donation and Accounting Mechanism: Identify a feasible donation and accounting

mechanism. Important considerations include how accounting of water use and water
conservation is tracked, who is responsible for calculating water use and donation amounts,
how donations are made to the C2E fund, and how donations to the C2E fund are tracked. (see
Section 6)

 Identify an oversight body: The oversight body represents community goals for the C2E

program, establishes criteria for use of C2E funds, selects programs or projects for use of the
funds, and ensures accountability. The oversight body may be created specifically to manage
the C2E fund (e.g. C2E Board of Directors), or may be an existing community board if an
appropriate entity already exists (e.g. government advisory boards for environmental and/or water
issues, river/watershed councils, etc.). (see Section 7)

 Identify a fiscal agent: Funds donated by water users to the C2E fund must be held and

managed by a legally constituted entity. Options include the water utility, local government, or a
local environmental nonprofit organization. (see Section 7)

 Determine environmental enhancement project selection criteria: Based on the general

program goals established early in C2E program development, the oversight body should
determine selection criteria for projects. Selection criteria may already exist from an existing
program, watershed plan, etc. or may need to be developed specifically for C2E. Selection criteria
should take into account what types of projects are practical with expected funding levels and
relevant legal and physical considerations. (see Section 7)
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 Develop marketing strategy and materials: Key partners and the participating utility should

develop an outreach plan and materials for publicizing C2E. WRRC staff can provide advice
and examples. Options include: project brochures, media releases, presentations at local events
and neighborhood meetings, etc. (see Section 9)
 Optional Element: Connect to a conservation incentives program: C2E can
leverage existing or new utility based conservation incentive programs to encourage
participation. Examples include plumbing fixture retrofit rebates, rebates for water
efficient appliances, turf buyback programs, and subsidies to install rainwater
harvesting features. These programs assist users with saving water, enabling donations
to the C2E fund.

 Develop reporting mechanisms: Oversight body should determine the best venue for reporting
outcomes to community. Options include: signs at C2E enhancement projects identifying them
as C2E beneficiaries, website updates, newsletters, email newsflashes, utility bills, and press
releases. (see Section 9)
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Section 2: Readiness Rating Worksheet
Three essential elements are needed to launch a successful C2E program:
1. Support from local stakeholders to help implement the program and deliver on environmental
goals.
2. An environmental enhancement project or initiative with a water connection that is valued by
the community and in need of support.
3. An accounting tool that tracks participants’ water use, water bills, and C2E donations.
This Readiness Evaluation helps you assess your community’s current status and capacity
relative to these important program design elements in order to guide next steps in developing
a program. The Readiness Evaluation is not a test for unequivocally determining if Conserve to
Enhance is possible in your community. Conserve to Enhance can be implemented anywhere. Initial
results can indicate where your community is strongest and which areas to focus on as you develop a
Conserve to Enhance program.
You will not necessarily have answers to all of these questions.
You may find the answer to questions is unclear to you or that
you do not have enough information to answer. The Conserve
to Enhance Key Elements Factsheet gives a brief overview of
the context for each element, and the Conserve to Enhance
Development Guide reviews each topic in detail. The Water
Resources Research Center staff can help you through the
worksheet and the evaluation of your results.
The Readiness Worksheet is divided into three phases based
on the typical program development process. The phases are
of equal overall importance to establishing a program.
You will likely need to work with local partners to complete
the Readiness Worksheet. Run through the worksheet
multiple times over the course of program development; over
time your rating will improve in some areas, and you will
be able to identify where you need to focus ongoing effort.
While you should complete the entire worksheet each time
as a check-in on program progress and planning, do not be
discouraged if early on your scores are low for Phase Two
and Three. As you complete Phase One, you will have more
resources and time to advance subsequent phases.

Conserve to Enhance is
an innovative financial
mechanism that links water
conservation actions to
environmental enhancement
projects. Working with water
utilities and NGOs, Conserve
to Enhance tracks individual
participants’ water use over
time and enables donation
of the monetary value of
conserved water directly to an
environmental enhancement
fund. By connecting water
conservation to environmental
enhancement, Conserve to
Enhance provides a new,
unique motivation for
water conservation and
raises awareness about
water resources-related
environmental benefits.
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Readiness Worksheet
Phase One:
 Identify Key Partners: Who are your allies in the establishment of C2E? May include
municipal/county staff, political representatives, enhancement project managers, and/or
environmental stakeholders. See Section 4 of this Guide for partner development questions.
 Key partners have been identified but are unaware of Conserve to Enhance or have
not expressed interest in the program – 1 point
 Key partners have been briefed and expressed interest in supporting program
development – 2 points
 Key partners support and have committed to help develop or manage program– 3
points
Partnerships are often critical to driving Conserve to Enhance forward. If you score yourself only 1
point on this metric, you should focus your work on building interest from the stakeholders in your
community you think will be interested in supporting Conserve to Enhance. If you score 2 points,
you have a foundation in place and can start to move ahead. A score of 3 points is ideal.

 Gain Utility Support: Generally, involvement is required from your utility at some level. See

Sections 4 and 6 of this guide for more information on the need for a utility/water provider
partner and the utility/water provider’s potential roles in program implementation.
 Water provider identified, but unaware of Conserve to Enhance or has not expressed
interest or willingness to assist with program development – 1 point
 Water provider has expressed willingness to share data and/or some interest in
managing accounting mechanism, collecting funds, and assisting with promotional
materials – 2 points
 Water provider has committed to managing accounting mechanism, collecting funds,
and assisting with promotional materials– 3 points
At minimum, basic utility support is needed for effective program development and
implementation. If you score 1 point on this metric, continue to focus on strengthening your
relationship with your water provider. If you score 2 points, you have the support you need to
develop a program. A score of 3 points provides the easiest road to program implementation, but is
not necessary for success.

 Identify General Program Goals: This includes identifying environmental enhancement needs
and water conservation goals for C2E. See Section 5 of this Guide prior to beginning work
related to this program element.
 Local partners have not discussed C2E program goals – 1 point
 Several key partners have brainstormed potential goals of C2E program – 2 points
 Key partners have agreed on general program goals the C2E program will support –
3 points
You should strive for a score of 3 points on this element before advancing to Phase 2 activities.
The program goals set the stage for the program and can help increase scores on the previous two
elements.
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 Select a Donation and Accounting Mechanism: How will you track water conservation and

donations? Accounting issues can be the most complex portion of Conserve to Enhance. See
Section 6 of this Guide prior to beginning work related to this program element.
 Local partners have not discussed accounting goals or options – 1 point
 Have discussed water bill add-on options for C2E accounting and donations with
water provider to determine feasibility and agreed on goals of accounting and
donation mechanisms with key partners – 2 points
 Have identified feasible and acceptable mechanisms and outlined plan for initiating
C2E accounting with responsible party – 3 points
As stated above, the donation and accounting mechanism issue is complex. It is also important – it
is the backbone of the Conserve to Enhance mechanism. A score of 2 points on this element is
essential before moving on to Phase 2. Eventually, all programs must achieve a score to 3 points to
enable implementation.

Phase Two:
 Select an oversight body: To maintain transparency, Conserve to Enhance programs should
be administered by an independent oversight board. See section 7 of this guide for more
information about program oversight.
 Have identified key members of oversight body but no oversight body in place – 1
point
 Oversight body appropriate for supporting and prioritizing enhancement projects and
overseeing disbursement of donations already exists in your area– 2 points
 Oversight body for supporting and prioritizing enhancement projects and overseeing
disbursement of donations has agreed or been appointed by the local political body to
serve as the C2E board – 3 points
Ultimately, a score of 3 points on this element is required to enable program implementation.
During program development, a score of 2 points is adequate to continue moving a program
forward. It may be easier to get an existing community board or potential members of a new
board to commit closer to program launch than earlier in the process.

 Identify a fiscal agent: A legally constituted entity is needed to hold funds donated to Conserve
to Enhance. See Section 7 of this guide for more information about identifying a fiscal agent.
 Have not identified potential fiduciary agent/none exist in area – 1 point
 Have identified potential fiduciary agent but organization has not yet committed
or have willing fiscal agent who is not legally constituted (e.g. incorporated or
government entity) – 2 points
 Have secured commitment from a legally constituted entity to accept donations and
grant funds on behalf of C2E – 3 points
As above, you will need to score 3 points on this element to enable program launch but 2 points
is adequate to continue program development. A fiscal agent may need a very clear picture of
what the program consists of before committing, so you may not score 3 points until just before
implementation.
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 Determine environmental enhancement project selection criteria: How will the selection

of on-the-ground projects consistent with the general program goals take place? See Sections 5
and 7 for information on selecting general program goals and a establishing a project selection
process.
 Enhancement project selection criteria not defined; program goals are clear – 1 point
 Group assembled to begin process of defining selection criteria – 2 points
 Enhancement project selection criteria are complete or already exist – 3 points
This is not an issue that must be completely resolved prior to the launch of your C2E program,
but you should score at least 2 points. Note that if you score 3 points on the Oversight Body Key
Element, you will likely score 2 points on this element automatically. The process of developing
selection criteria can be lengthy, but can also be done while C2E is in place and collecting
donations.

Phase Three:
 Develop marketing materials: Develop an outreach plan and materials that communicate
program goals to attract participants. See Sections 8 and 9 of this guide for more information on
program launch and outreach.
 Have begun developing and sharing messaging ideas among partners – 1 point
 Have reached agreement on outreach plan and messaging with key partners– 2 points
 Marketing materials have been approved by partners and finalized – 3 points
Marketing the program is key to success, especially in the early stages when the program is new and
unfamiliar to the community. A score of 3 points is essential before program launch.

 Optional Element: Connect to conservation incentives program: Where the opportunity

exists, outreach about C2E program can be coordinated with outreach about existing
conservation incentives.
 Have identified existing conservation incentive programs- 1 point
 Have discussed options for connecting C2E with existing conservation incentive
programs – 2 points
 Have secured commitment from utility/key partners to link C2E with their programs
and developed marketing materials accordingly – 3 points
While this is an optional element, it can aid with the establishment of C2E and is especially
helpful in motivating initial participation. Because this element is optional, a score of 1 point is
adequate at program launch, but over time it is worth working to find a way to leverage existing
conservation incentive/rebate programs if they are available in your community.

 Develop public reporting mechanisms: Outcomes of the program should be communicated

to the community. See Sections 9 and 10 of this guide for more information about outreach,
program evaluation, and community reporting.
 Have identified feasible and preferred venues for reporting- 1 point
 Have defined tasks involved in ensuring regular reporting through preferred
mechanisms– 2 points
 Have defined roles and secured commitment and any funding needed from partners
to ensure regular reporting through selected mechanisms – 3 points
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Establishment of evaluation and reporting measures should be considered prior to launch of your
C2E program, but do not necessarily need to be finalized. Even with a score of 1 point, you can
launch C2E in your community. But, especially if you intend to use surveys of participants, it is
better to score 2 or 3 points on this element prior to launch.

Conserve to Enhance Pilot Program Readiness Evaluation Worksheet
Date of Review:
Rating

Rating

Rating

Tier 1
1. Identify Key Partners
2. Gain Utility Support
3. Program Goals
4. Donation and
Accounting Mechanism
5. Oversight Body
Tier 2
6. Fiscal Agent
7. Project Selection
Criteria
Tier 3
8. Marketing Materials
9. Reporting
Mechanisms
TOTAL RATING
Areas to focus effort
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Program Launch: Implementation of
C2E in Your Community

Develop Marketing Materials DIY Guide Sections 8 and 9

Getting Going: Building
the Structure of a Program

Startup Phase: Getting the
Basic Elements in Place

Time

Develop Public Reporting
Mechanisms DIY Guide Sections 9 and 10

Establish Connections with Existing Utility Conservation Programs (Optional) DIY Guide Section 9

Determine Environmental
Enhancement Project Selection
Criteria DIY Guide Sections 5 and 7

Identify a Fiscal Agent DIY Guide Section 7

Select an Oversight Body DIY Guide Section 7

Select a Donation or Accounting
Mechanism DIY Guide Section 6

Identify General Program Goals DIY Guide Section 5

Gain Utility Support DIY Guide Sections 4 and 6

Identify Key Partners DIY Guide Section 4

Section 3: Program Development Timeline

B. Program Development Guidance
Section 4: Partnership Building: Audiences and Approaches
One of the great strengths of Conserve to Enhance is its ability to serve as a tool to build
relationships and partnerships between disparate groups in communities large and small. For
example, environmental conservation advocates and water utilities are not always natural partners
due to differing priorities – supplying water for human use versus leaving water in natural systems for
the environment. Conserve to Enhance provides a means of linking these interests – water utilities
benefit from water conservation and the environment benefits from funds raised as a result of this
water conservation. Conserve to Enhance is an opportunity to build diverse partnerships in your
community to meet a wide range of community and programmatic goals.
Partnerships are imperative for the success of Conserve to Enhance. The program cannot function
in isolation. A connection with your utility is required to provide a link to individual water users.
In addition, Conserve to Enhance is most effective when it is integrated with existing water utility
conservation programs. Conserve to Enhance encourages increased water efficiency by linking water
conservation actions to environmental benefits. Consumers who care about the environment are
more likely to conserve water, but only if they know what they can do to use less. Existing utility
water conservation programs provide this education, while Conserve to Enhance provides the
motivation to participate. Organizations capable of implementing funded projects on-the-ground are
also needed to carry out projects funded by Conserve to Enhance. And an oversight body is needed
to provide accountability. There may also be a role for outside funders to provide matching funds for
projects, facilitate partnerships with organizations implementing related projects that Conserve to
Enhance could supplement, and create linkages to organizations involved in consumer education.
Typically, Conserve to Enhance will have a core group of partners passionate about seeing the
program succeed leading implementation of the program. This small group of partners often consists
of one or more environmental organizations, the water utility, and local government. This small
group will take on program design and implementation, as well as recruitment of other partners as
needed.
Building partnerships within your community is the first step in establishing a Conserve to Enhance
program. Partnerships serve a number of purposes:
• Ensure community goals are represented
• Help to reach a diversity of stakeholders
• Show broad-based support for Conserve to Enhance
• Provide the means to implement Conserve to Enhance funded projects
Partnership building is a two-step process: research/identification and recruitment. Start by
identifying potential partners. The following sections outline some of the key partner categories
and why they are important. Even if you think you know all the partners you need to involve,
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take a minute to write them down, categorize them, and see if anyone is missing. Is the business
community represented? How about citizen groups that may not have a formal structure? Next, have
some initial conversations with people, give presentations to potential partners, etc. to determine
interest in Conserve to Enhance and get suggestions about other people to talk with. At this point,
you are identifying potential partners and also identifying where you may see resistance to the
program.
Once you have done your research, you should have a good idea of whose support is needed to get
Conserve to Enhance off the ground in your community. Remember to keep track of your contacts
and conversations. In the process of identifying and having initial conversations with potential
partners, you may have already done much of the second step, recruitment. Some partners will be
enthusiastic about Conserve to Enhance from the start and agree to participate in the program
right away. But if there are partners you feel are important to the success of the program that have
not formally agreed to participate in or support it, this is the time to seek their support. You may
need to help partners see the congruence between their organizational objectives and the benefits of
Conserve to Enhance. Remember that partnerships take many forms. As stated above, in most cases
only a very small, core group of partners are actually involved in program development. But your
efforts will be well served by having a network of partners around the community that are aware and
supportive of the program. This extended network of partners can serve on the program oversight
board and/or help to promote C2E when it is implemented.

Finding Allies: Non-governmental Organizations
Non-governmental organizations or NGOs – organizations such as environmental conservation
groups, watershed partnerships, “friends of” groups, and other non-profit organizations – are key
partners for Conserve to Enhance programs. In many cases, an NGO will be among the primary
champions of Conserve to Enhance, leading the development of the program.
Non-governmental organizations are often the “boots on the ground” when it comes to
implementing Conserve to Enhance supported environmental enhancement projects, whether
they be securing instream flows, riparian restoration, or green infrastructure. Because Conserve to
Enhance provides funding to the types of projects NGOs implement, they are a natural partner for
the program. Some communities also have NGOs focused on water conservation/efficiency programs
or environmental policy issues more broadly. These organizations can also be strong partners because
of their expertise and the connections they often have in the local and regional water conservation,
environmental, and policy communities.
In many cases, NGOs are the easiest groups to involve in Conserve to Enhance because they stand to
directly benefit from the program. They can also help promote Conserve to Enhance through their
membership networks, mailing lists, etc. Finally, many NGOs also have an education mission and
can therefore be an asset when developing materials promoting the program, its benefits, and why it
is important to provide water for nature.
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Finding Allies: Water Utilities
Water utilities are essential partners for Conserve to Enhance. Utilities have the best, most direct
access to water users because of regular contact through billing. Utilities collect and store data
required for the program to successfully track conservation savings: historical and current individual
water use. In addition, integration of Conserve to Enhance into the utility’s billing system may be
possible, depending on the accounting mechanism selected (see Section 6).
As with any water conservation program, water utilities are also impacted by Conserve to Enhance.
Their rate payers will be encouraged to use less water, potentially reducing revenues if a large enough
user group participates in the program. At the same time, utilities benefit from the program for this
same reason. Most utilities in the Western United States have established water efficiency programs
that seek to encourage lower water use by their customer base. Conserve to Enhance provides a
new, additional incentive and motivation for water customers to use less water. It also provides a
new opportunity to educate consumers about water efficiency and how their water use is related to
the nature and the water system as a whole. Identifying these common interests may be essential to
gaining utility support and involvement in Conserve to Enhance.

Finding Allies: Local Government
Local government support – both from professional staff as well as elected officials – can aid in the
successful establishment and implementation of Conserve to Enhance, even if your community
does not have a public water utility. Local government staff in departments such as planning, flood
control/storm water management, natural resources, and parks and open space are often involved in
efforts to set environmental sustainability priorities and plan improvements in green infrastructure.
These departments may also be allies in establishing connections with other partners such as water
utilities and environmental conservation organizations. Elected officials and political staff can help
build support for the program in the community as a whole, as well as directly support policies
leading to the adoption of Conserve to Enhance. Support from elected officials and political staff was
a key to establishment of Tucson’s Conserve to Enhance pilot program and continues to contribute
to expansion of the program to the entire community.

Finding Allies: Other Groups
Broad-based support for Conserve to Enhance from stakeholders throughout your community can
help with the establishment and expansion of the program. Local elected officials and utilities are
more likely to support a program that has clear multi-stakeholder support. Diverse support will also
help to promote the program throughout the community, resulting in greater participation rates and
donations. Groups to consider involving include:
• Business groups, e.g. chambers of commerce, to encourage participation and sponsorships
from the business community
• Neighborhood associations and homeowners associations to encourage participation by
individual water users
• Citizens organizations (may or may not have formal structures) to encourage participation by
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•
•
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individual water users
Academic institutions to assist with program development, implementation, and assessment
State and/or Federal government representatives to assist with program development,
implementation, and assessment

Section 5: Conserve to Enhance Program Goals
What is Conserve to Enhance All About?
Conserve to Enhance (C2E) was originally conceptualized as an approach to giving the environment
a “seat at the table” for water allocation decisions. In fact, when the University of Arizona Water
Resources Research Center was developing the concept, the first thought was that water saved
through increased efficiency would be applied directly to environmental enhancement projects.
In other words, actual water would be transferred from potable and irrigation uses at homes and
businesses directly to environmental enhancement projects. Though we quickly learned that this
approach was impractical in many communities — there is often no way to convey conserved water
to environmental enhancement projects when and where it is needed due to lack of infrastructure —
the original conception of the program as a way for those saving water to provide water for nature
carried through to the current financial mechanism approach.
At its core, Conserve to Enhance is about supporting water conservation by individual water
users and providing opportunities for these water users to donate to environmental enhancement
projects that involve water. These two goals make Conserve to Enhance a natural opportunity for
collaboration between environmental conservation organizations and water utilities.
Conserve to Enhance is intended to provide a real connection between water conservation by
individual water users and water for nature in their community. It is an answer to the question, “why
should I save water if my neighbor uses more or if the water I conserve will just feed new growth?”
While the focus on water for nature is a constraint on the selection of appropriate Conserve to
Enhance projects, this limitation is what defines this unique and innovative approach and activates
consumers’ environmental motivation to conserve water.

What Types of Goals are Compatible with Conserve to Enhance?
There are a wide range of program goals that are compatible with Conserve to Enhance’s core
mission of connecting environmental enhancement projects and water conservation. Conserve
to Enhance starts with water conservation by individual users, be they commercial, institutional,
or households. Designing a program to maximize water savings provides greater opportunity
for donations to the Conserve to Enhance fund. Conserve to Enhance can leverage off existing
programs. Most utilities already have water conservation programs in place. Conserve to Enhance
can help to expand participation in these programs, resulting in increased penetration of water
efficiency practices and providing a basis for donations to Conserve to Enhance. However, Conserve
to Enhance funds should not be used for programs such as water utility rebates for water efficient
appliances and fixtures unless there is an explicit link between water savings associated with the
rebate program and an environmental project, such as enhanced instream flows. This limitation is
necessary to maintain the primary motivation for participation in Conserve to Enhance – the link
between water conservation by individuals and the environment.
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Money donated to the Conserve to Enhance fund supports the second goal of Conserve to
Enhance – environmental enhancement. Generally, any project that provides water for nature or
improves water-dependent ecosystems is consistent with the goals of Conserve to Enhance. Projects
meeting these criteria can take on many forms – from a green infrastructure project that improves
management of storm water flows and water quality to a project that secures instream flows to ensure
a stream runs year-round. Detailed examples are provided in the Survey of Project Types below. The
scale of projects should match the amount of funds you think your community can be raise each
year. If you think participants in Conserve to Enhance will donate $10,000 per year, then smaller
scale projects may be an appropriate focus. If you think Conserve to Enhance can raise $200,000 per
year, large scale projects are possible. The amount of money a community can raise depends largely
on population, but also other variables such as the approach taken to raising donations (see Section
6) and how aggressively the program is promoted.
The key questions to ask when considering whether or not an environmental goal is compatible
with Conserve to Enhance are: “Is there a water resources connection?”, “Does the project improve
the physical environment in my community?” and “Is the goal consistent with an already-identified
community goal?”

Determining your Community’s Values and Interests
Conserve to Enhance relies on community support to develop and implement the program, gain
participation from water users, and support program goals with donations. Therefore, a successful
Conserve to Enhance program should target identified community interests and concerns. It is
important to identify the type of projects Conserve to Enhance will fund prior to launch of a
program, but it is not necessary to identify specific recieving projects. For example, at launch,
Conserve to Enhance program materials could advertise that funding will go to support efforts
to restore streamside areas, but not say specifically where projects will take place and how exactly
funding will be used. Participants need to have an idea of what they are contributing to, but specific
project selection can take many months and shouldn’t slow program development momentum.
There are a number of ways to determine what C2E project types your community is most likely
to support. A good starting point is to identify existing conservation NGOs in your community.
Locally based conservation organizations often have clearly identified goals related to local
environmental issues – stream restoration, storm water management, etc. – and a foundation of local
support through volunteer and membership programs. The goals of these organizations can provide
an indication of the environmental issues facing the community and the issues people are most
interested in addressing.
Local governments are also a good source of information about local environmental issues
and priorities. Local government planning, flood control, public works, sustainability, and
utility departments may identify environmental priorities in the course of their work. Planning
and sustainability departments especially are a good source of information – city and county
comprehensive plans often identify community goals for natural resources and the environment.
Reports and plans developed by planning and sustainability departments are often guided by public
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input, so they may provide a good indication of what natural resource issues or concerns are most
important to your community.
If there are not already resources available to identify local priorities and environmental enhancement
opportunities, Conserve to Enhance supporters could conduct a survey of water users to help
determine their interests. Surveys can be done relatively cheaply and efficiently using online tools
like Survey Monkey. Alternatively, a community could direct funding generated from Conserve to
Enhance to larger regional goals through programs like Bonneville Environmental Foundation’s
Water Restoration Certificate program, which allows individuals or institutions to purchase water
to restore streams across the West. The Water Resources Research Center can provide technical
assistance with the development of a survey and connections to regional efforts.

Project Feasibility
Just as important as ensuring that a project type is both compatible with Conserve to Enhance and
your community’s values and interests is ensuring the project is physically and financially feasible.
There are many constraints on implementing environmental enhancement projects – complex
permitting, available expertise in the community, water rights issues, etc. Constraints must be
considered before a project type is selected or your Conserve to Enhance program may be unable to
meet its stated goals. An experienced conservation partner can assist in evaluating potential project
types against locally-relevant policy and physical restrictions. Here are a few key constraints to
consider:
• Is the project type physically feasible?
o If the project type requires supplemental water, is there available water and a way to
deliver it to project sites?
o For instream flow projects or projects requiring permanent water, are there willing
sellers of water rights?
•

Is the project type financially feasible?
o How much money does an average project take to implement and how much can you
reasonably expect to raise from Conserve to Enhance?
o Are there other supplementary funding sources available that would allow use of
Conserve to Enhance funds as matching funds?
o While every community is different, programs like Conserve to Enhance tend to gain
participation from five to ten percent of rate payers who give $2 to $3 per month per
user. You can use this rate of participation to estimate expected income.

•

Is the project type legally feasible?
o For instream flow projects, does your state allow for instream flow water rights?
o Does the project type require permitting to implement and if so, how long/what
background work will it take to obtain permits? Is there an existing partner who can
undertake this process?
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A Survey of Potential Project Types
One of the strengths of Conserve to Enhance is its flexibility – it can be adapted to meet a wide
variety of community and utility needs and goals. This section lays out a few examples of Conserve
to Enhance supported environmental enhancement projects. It is not intended to be comprehensive,
but rather to help with thinking through different options that might fit your community.
Water Conservation Linked to providing water for restoration or stream flows
(streams, wetlands, etc.)
This approach encompasses the original concept for Conserve to Enhance. Here, Conserve to
Enhance funds contributed by water users are used to purchase water, though the water may
be of a different quality than the water conserved by users (e.g. the water for the environment
does not have to be, and is perhaps unlikely to be, potable water). Options include effluent,
reclaimed water, retired groundwater rights, and/or purchased or leased surface water
rights. Purchased water is used to implement restoration or enhancement projects (wetland
restoration, supplemental watering, etc.) or provide instream flows.
This approach provides an explicit connection between water conservation by the user
and provision of water to a specific project. However, a significant challenge is that it
requires the ability to purchase real, wet water. Water may not be available for purchase in
all communities. In addition, some projects in this category may be very expensive (large
amounts of water, engineering costs, etc.), requiring large scale participation in Conserve
to Enhance or a long lag time between C2E donations and project implementation. Ideally,
Conserve to Enhance funding can be used to supplement funding from other sources
– matching funds – or to meet short term water needs with reasonable cost to quickly
implement projects.
Project types in this category include stream and riparian restoration (tree plantings, channel
restoration, invasive species removal, etc.), wetland construction or restoration (restoring
flows to natural wetlands or constructed wetlands for habitat and storm water retention, e.g.
Kino wetland project in Tucson, AZ), and securing instream flows in rivers and streams. A
key characteristic of project types in this category is that they provide natural green space
within or near to urban centers or ensure minimum flows in a local stream.
Water Conservation Linked to Small Scale Enhancement Projects
In this model, Conserve to Enhance funds are used to support small, neighborhood or
even individual homeowner-scale enhancement projects that seek to improve local green
infrastructure, neighborhood environmental quality, urban wildlife habitat, etc. Examples
of projects include rain gardens and other landscape modifications that increase storm
water detention on private land; curb cuts, tree wells, and other neighborhood scale green
infrastructure that retain storm water flows; and improvement of small neighborhood natural
areas.
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Strengths of this approach include the potential for widespread, identifiable impact
throughout a community. Because small scale projects are less expensive than other project
types, money raised can support more projects, increasing the visibility of Conserve to
Enhance throughout the community. When programs allow use of Conserve to Enhance
funds to support installation of storm water retention practices on private property, there is
also potential for leveraging of funds. A program can make receipt of funding for projects
on private property contingent on participation in Conserve to Enhance. As more people
participate in projects, more funds are donated to support additional projects. Participants
are very likely to have lower water bills because the installed storm water retention practices
reduce the need for landscape irrigation.
Downsides include the potential for diffuse impact in a community because projects are
small. The benefits of smaller projects may also be more difficult for the general public
to understand compared to large, obvious projects such as improving instream flows or
restoration of a wetland. It may be best to include small scale projects as one part of a
Conserve to Enhance program (see hybrid programs below) to capitalize on strengths and
minimize weaknesses.
Hybrid approach (subsidized small scale conservation with large scale 			
restoration)
This approach combines large scale restoration projects and/or green infrastructure projects
with small scale conservation projects done by individual water users. Here, individual water
users participate in water conservation activities at their home (and could include businesses
as well) that are subsidized by the water provider, outside funding, or the C2E program itself.
The participant’s subsidized activities should result in water savings and lower water bills,
the basis for donations to Conserve to Enhance. Examples include installation of rainwater
harvesting practices and rain gardens. Donations resulting from participants’ water savings
at their home or business are then used to implement larger scale restoration/enhancement
projects within the community.
Strengths of this approach are that it engages users at a personal level – at their own homes
– but also links users to a community scale environmental enhancement project. As a result,
participants see a personal benefit on their own property, but can also feel good about
providing a larger benefit to the community as a whole. This approach also provides the
opportunity for targeted funding to bring water users into the Conserve to Enhance program
that otherwise would not have been able to participate, e.g. providing funding for small
scale projects only to lower income groups who would not otherwise be able to afford to
implement water conservation practices. Challenges include raising enough money through
the program to support both user oriented small scale water conservation projects and large
scale restoration or green infrastructure projects. Especially early in the establishment of
a program adopting this approach, organizers should seek outside sources of funding to
support small scale project subsidies. Because this approach involves multiple project types
and potential subsidies for some or all participants, it is more complex and may increase the
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likelihood for confusion about the scope of Conserve to Enhance without highly effective
communications efforts.
Water Conservation Linked to Green Infrastructure Enhancements
Here, Conserve to Enhance funding is used to support implementation of large scale
urban green infrastructure projects such as urban forestry, created wetlands for storm water
management, etc. Green Infrastructure refers to natural features within an urban community
used to improve quality of life by providing green space and limiting urban impacts on
the environment, especially through control of storm water flows. This approach may be
particularly attractive to communities facing storm water pollution issues such as Total
Maximum Daily Load requirements under the federal Clean Water Act.
This approach may or may not maintain connection between water saved through
conservation by users and restoration activities. In some cases, development of new green
infrastructure projects will not require supplemental water but only engineering and
construction support, e.g. vegetated swales. Others, such as establishment of wetlands or new
vegetated buffers and trees, may require short term or intermittent supplemental water. This
water can come from a variety of sources.
Strengths and weaknesses are similar to that of other approaches linking Conserve to
Enhance to large scale restoration – many project types are the same. However, green
infrastructure projects can also be smaller and more diffuse allowing for a greater visible
impact across a community.
Water Conservation Linked to Source Water Protection (riparian and forest
restoration)
Using Conserve to Enhance to support or expand new and existing source water protection
programs would expand the scope of the program to include large scale watershed and/
or ecosystem restoration projects that may not require supplemental water, but do require
sustainable funding. Source water protection is a seemingly popular project type both with
the public and with water utilities.
Use of Conserve to Enhance for source water protection has a number of strengths. Source
water protection is already accepted by utilities as a part of their mission and is something
utilities understand. This may make it easier for utilities to get on board with the C2E
concept. There are also a number of user contribution based source protection pilot programs
already in place that serve as examples, so C2E would not be starting from scratch with
utilities. Source water projection programs also meet a significant environmental need by
providing for large scale environmental restoration and maintenance of water quality to
minimize increases in water treatment costs. The source water watersheds of many western
cities face unique threats from catastrophic wildfires due to degraded forest ecosystems. This
threat is recognized by water utilities and has led several utilities to consider involvement in
source water protection programs.
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Source water protection poses a number of challenges for Conserve to Enhance. Source water
protection programs are very expensive to implement because they often require large scale
restoration of entire watersheds. This restoration also takes place away from the donor’s city,
weakening participants’ ability to see the impacts of their donations. Source water protection
also requires more complex partnerships because of the large scale of the projects, federal land
management issues, and the sometimes fragmented land ownership in source watersheds. It
may also be more difficult for the public to understand how cutting trees or changing the
channel of a stream far from their home benefits their water quality. Finally, because funds
would not be used to purchase supplemental water, the argument that the user is conserving
water for a reason other than to allow growth is weakened.
Other
Conserve to Enhance is an extremely flexible mechanism that can be applied in virtually
any circumstance where there are both municipal water conservation needs and water related
environmental enhancement needs. Because we are in the pilot phase of the program, we are
interested in exploring a variety of program options tailored to local community interests
and situations. This will help us determine which Conserve to Enhance approaches are most
successful and guide expansion of the program.
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Section 6: Conserve to Enhance Accounting Mechanism Options
There are a number of approaches to incorporating Conserve to Enhance into your community.
Generally, it is best to engage your local water utility in the discussion of how to structure the
Conserve to Enhance accounting and fundraising mechanisms. The approach you ultimately
select will depend to some degree on the capabilities of your water utility’s billing system. Key
considerations for selecting an approach are reviewed below. This section also provides information
on how to implement Conserve to Enhance, manage accounting in situations where the utility is
unable to accommodate the Conserve to Enhance mechanism in its existing billing system, and
different approaches to collecting consumer donations.

Key considerations when selecting an approach:
1) Is your utility’s billing system capable of performing the water use calculations required by
C2E?
a. Does your utility have water meters for all or most customers?
b. Does your utility track historical water use? How many years of records do you have?
c. Is your utility’s billing system or other systems capable of calculating the difference
between a historical baseline use and current use?
d. Necessary calculations are: baseline water use and current water use for each billing
period for each customer, the difference between current and baseline water use, and
the monetary value of the difference between baseline and current water use at the
prevailing water rate. Methods for setting individual baseline water use are addressed
later in this section.
2) Is your billing system capable of accounting for C2E donations separately from the rest of the
water bill and placing these donations in a separate account?
a. If C2E donations are collected through water bills, the utility must be able to
segregate these funds into a separate account.
3) Is historical water use and current water use displayed on utility bills? In not, is it possible to
easily display this information on bills?
a. Displaying this information on bills allows customers to understand how C2E
donations were calculated.
If your utility is able to answer “yes” to each of the first three questions, you should consider option
A below, Full integration of C2E, first. If your utility answers no to questions one and two, consider
option B below, Off-bill calculations. If your utility answers no to question one, but yes to question
two, consider option C below, Check box or donation line, or a combination of options B and C.
Questions four and five apply to all three options and are helpful for determining how you will
implement the selected C2E approach.
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4) Is your billing system capable of segregating customers into different categories and printing
different bills for participants and non-participants?
a. If an “opt-in” approach to C2E is selected – where customers voluntarily sign up
for C2E on an ongoing basis and C2E donations are automatically included as an
additional charge on their water bills – it may be necessary to have C2E information
appear on some, but not all bills. Alternatively, C2E information can appear on all
bills providing all customers the opportunity to participate every month.
5) Taking into account these questions, what are the estimated costs associated with modifying
your billing system to include the new requirements for the C2E program?
a. Changes and additions to what appears on water bills will vary based on what
your utility currently shows on water bills and the C2E approach selected, but may
include: the addition of a C2E donation line (an open line item, an opt-in donation
check box, or display of donations automatically added to bills), additional reporting
of baseline or current water use data, and short text additions to explain C2E
calculations/donation amounts.
b. Costs will likely vary based on the selected approach – some approaches require more
bill modifications than others.

Three Approaches to C2E Accounting
There are three basic approaches to accounting for water savings and calculating donations when
implementing Conserve to Enhance (C2E):
A. Full integration of C2E,
B. Off-bill calculations using a “conservation calculator,” and
C. Check box or donation line.
While these approaches are presented separately for simplicity, it is possible to select different
elements of each to create a hybrid approach. Table 1 on page 35 provides a brief overview of various
hybrid approaches to accounting drawing on these three basic approaches.
A. Full integration of C2E
With this approach, C2E enrollment, calculations, and donations all take place through the utility
billing system. C2E calculations are performed by the utility using data on hand (historical use,
current use, and current water pricing), reported directly on water bills, and customers are given the
option to donate through their water bill. See Table 1 for different approaches to implementing this
approach.
Pros:
•
•

Provides the easiest and most direct way for water users to donate to C2E
Allows the program to reach all water users in a community and communicates with
customers about the program when they are thinking about their water use: when they are
paying their bill
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•
•

Has the lowest overhead and administration costs because C2E uses the existing systems the
utility already has in place
Provides recognition of the water provider as an entity that cares about water conservation
and the environment

Cons:
• Requires a fairly sophisticated billing system that allows for tracking of historical and current
water use at the individual meter level
• Requires flexibility to add to or change what is displayed on individual water bills, which
may not be possible depending on the age of utility systems
Key needs:
• Individual water metering to track water use at the individual user level
• Historical water use to compare against current water use to set a baseline for donation
calculations
• The ability to run calculations to determine the difference between baseline water use and
current water use
• The ability to display baseline water use, current water use, the difference in volume between
the two, and the monetary value of the difference between historical and current water use
on the bill or in a bill insert
• The ability to place a donation line on the water bill. The donation line may take the form
of a suggested donation each month with an open line item to add an amount to the total
payment, a check-off to donate the calculated amount for a given month, or an opt-in check
off to enroll in the program and an auto line item displaying the donation as a cost already
calculated into the bill total
• The ability to account for and segregate C2E donations from utility charges and place
donations into a separate account for use by C2E projects
B. Off-bill calculations using a “conservation calculator”
This approach is used when the utility billing system does not have the flexibility to allow for
integration of the C2E mechanism into the water bill itself. Instead, calculations are conducted
outside of the billing system by an entity involved in C2E – this could be the utility itself, a partner
organization, local government, individual water users, etc. The utility provides water use data for
enrolled C2E participants to the entity performing calculations. Once calculations are completed,
donation amounts are reported to participants by the means selected by the C2E oversight body –
email, website, bill insert, etc.
Pros:
•
•
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Allows for implementation of a C2E program in situations where it is not possible to
integrate the program into the utility’s billing system.
Allows for donations outside of water bills if the utility is unable to make changes to bills to
add a C2E donation line or is unable to separately account for C2E donations

•

Greater flexibility for how calculations are performed based on available data; if a utility does
not have historical use data, for example, calculations can be performed using community
averages or expected water savings from implementation of certain conservation measures.

Cons:
• Higher administrative costs associated with calculating water use, donations, etc. because
calculations are performed by a third party
• A weaker linkage between conservation actions, water use, and donations because donations
do not take place on the water bill
• Not as much recognition for the utility as a C2E partner because calculations and/or
donations take place separate from water bills
Key needs:
• Individual water metering to track water use at the individual user level
• Historical water use to set a baseline for donation calculations
• Either the staff capacity to preform calculations in house (with the assistance of a University
of Arizona Water Resources Research Center provided conservation calculator tool) or the
ability to share data with an outside partner
• The ability to participate in advertising C2E through bill inserts, web page banners, etc.
• Depending on the approach selected, the ability to include bill inserts and/or links in the
utility online billing system for donations to C2E. If this approach is selected, the ability
to account for and segregate C2E donations from utility charges and place donations into a
separate account for use by C2E projects
C. Check box or donation line
This is the simplest approach of the three options. Check boxes and/or donation lines are commonly
used in the utility industry to raise funds for charitable purposes. In this case, a check box or open
donation line would be added to water bills for donations in support of C2E. Where possible,
utilities can add additional information to accompany the check box donation field to help guide
water user decisions about donations. For example, if a utility does not track all of the information
needed for “full integration of C2E,” as outlined above, the utility could provide information on
each water bill about community or neighborhood average water use. This would allow customers to
compare their water use against others to help them decide how much to donate through the check
box. Utilities could also provide information through bill inserts about the water efficiency gains
associated with typical conservation practices, e.g. installation of low flow toilets, to help consumers
calculate their own water savings. Refer to Appendix A for ideas on how this approach has been used
in several communities.
Pros:
•
•
•

A simple mechanism to enable donations to C2E
Low administrative costs because no water use calculations are required
Provides recognition of the water provider as an entity that cares about water conservation
and the environment
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•

May be used in combination with other approaches

Cons:
• Does not provide the same water conservation motivation as the other two accounting and
donation approaches because donations are not linked to conservation
• Requires flexibility to add to or change what is displayed on individual water bills, which
may not be possible depending on the age of utility systems
Key needs:
• The ability to place a donation line on the water bill. The donation line may take the form
of a suggested donation each month with an open line item to add an amount to the total
payment, a check-off to donate a specific amount, or a check-off to enroll in the program and
an auto line item displaying the donation as a cost already calculated into the bill total
• The ability to account for and segregate C2E donations from utility charges and place
donations into a separate account for use by C2E projects
• The ability to participate in advertising C2E through bill inserts, web page banners, etc.

Fund Raising Options
There are three basic approaches to collecting funds from participants using the Conserve to
Enhance mechanism:
• One off voluntary donation of a fixed, suggested amount
• One off voluntary donation of any amount at the donors discretion
• Enrollment in recurring donations
Each of these approaches is compatible with all three Conserve to Enhance accounting approaches.
Each has its advantages and disadvantages.
One-Off, Fixed Donations
Using this approach, users are given the option to donate a fixed amount of money each
month on their water bill or through another means, e.g. a bill insert, website, etc. The
suggested donation amount could be fixed at the monetary value of water conserved each
month relative to each users’ historical baseline (each water user would have a different
suggested donation) or, if historical baselines are not available, a suggested donation at a
single or range of giving levels selected by the program oversight board.
Pros:
• Relatively simple – donation amounts are fixed and do not require the water user to do
anything but check a box to give
• It is possible to link different giving levels to different benefits, e.g. number of trees
planted or gallons of water returned to a stream, providing a motivation for donations
• The donation line may appear on all water bills, not just participant’s, so the program can
reach a larger number of users each month
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Cons:
• Because giving amounts are fixed, water users are limited in how much they can give to
the program each month, even if they would otherwise give more
• Because giving amounts are fixed, some water users may be discouraged from donating
if, for example, their suggested donation based on the difference between historical and
current use is larger than they expected.
• Water users must choose to give each month, so giving levels are less predictable
One-Off Donation of Any Amount
With this approach, users are provided a box on their water bill or encouraged through a bill
insert, website, etc., to donate any amount to the Conserve to Enhance fund. When offered
along with an accounting of the monetary value of water conservation by individual users,
this approach allows water users to donate the value of conserved water. Alternatively, water
users can give an increment of the total monetary value of their water savings if they are
unable to donate the full amount. If water use calculations are unavailable, users can donate
any amount at their discretion.
Pros:
• Flexible – allows users to donate any amount at their discretion
• Can be combined with a calculation of water savings displayed on bills
• Can be used on water bills in conjunction with an off-bill calculation of water savings,
allowing users to donate the monetary value of their conservation efforts even if the
utility cannot perform calculations
• Donation line may appear on all water bills, not just participant’s, so the program can
reach all water users
Cons:
• Water users choose if and how much to give each month, so giving levels are less
predictable
• Somewhat more complex than a simple check off and fixed giving amounts – water users
must determine what they want to give
• Because donation amounts are variable from one user to the next, it may be more
complex for the water utility to process donations
Recurring Donations
This approach draws on the previous two options, but provides more certain giving levels
from one month to the next. Here, users choose to enroll in the Conserve to Enhance
program on an ongoing basis and donations occur automatically each month. Donations are
based either on the calculated monetary value of water saved relative to a historical baseline
or a fixed amount each month selected by the water user. Enrollment can be offered through
a check box on water bills, bill inserts, or other off bill approaches. Donations can occur
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on water bills in the form of a voluntary fee calculated into the bill amount or through a
separate automatic debit.
Pros:
• Provides the most reliable funding stream because participants enroll on an ongoing basis
• Makes the Conserve to Enhance mechanism automatic for participants, making
conservation efforts a regular part of their water use
• The most reliable means of growing participation in Conserve to Enhance because users
are enrolled on an ongoing basis and non-participating users have an opportunity to
enroll each month
Cons:
• Because donations are automatic each month, users may forget about their commitment
to achieve water conservation overtime unless they are reminded.
• Some water users may be reluctant to enroll in a program that automatically debits funds
on a recurring basis, reducing overall participation
There are many ways of implementing different combinations of accounting and fundraising
approaches depending on a utility’s capabilities, as shown in Table 1. In addition, each approach is
not necessarily mutually exclusive. For example, off-bill calculations can be combined with an open
donation line on water bills to allow customers to donate the actual value of water savings, even if the
utility’s existing systems cannot perform the calculations.
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Donation Collection Who is
Reached?
1. Automatic
Participants
A. Full Intedonation: donation only: Must
gration into
Utility’s Billing reflected in bill total sign-up and
participate in
System
auto-donation
All Users: No
2. Optional
A. Full Intedonation: suggested sign up required
gration into
to participate
Utility’s Billing donation shown
on bill but not
System
integrated into total
3. Optional
All Users:
A. Full Intedonation for all,
participants
gration into
may sign up
Utility’s Billing auto donation for
participants
for recurring
System
donations or
make one-time
donations
1. Check box/
All Users: No
B. Check Box
sign up required
with Open Do- donation line
allowing for
to participate
nation Line
discretionary
addition to bill total

Calculation of
Donation
Based on
customer use
data, calculated
by utility
Based on
customer use
data, calculated
by utility
Based on
customer use
data, calculated
by the utility

Optional use
of conservation
calculator
provided on bill
insert

Historical use,
current use,
difference,
donation amount
Historical use,
current use,
difference,
donation amount
Historical use,
current use,
difference,
donation amount

Check box or donation line added
to bill

Reported on Bill

Table 1: Conserve to Enhance Accounting Mechanism Options: Examples

Tracking
participants and
donations, program
advertising, option
of providing
water use data for
calculations

Write in and
addition of
suggested
donation in
payment total

Tracking
Sign-up OR
participants and
adding donation
donations, program to payment total
advertising

Tracking
Adding donation
participants and
to payment total
donations, program
advertising

Tracking
Sign-up
participants and
donations, program
advertising

Other Utility Effort User Effort
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1. Mandatory
donation:
participants
agree to monthly
contribution
based on use
data– participants
agree to monthly
contribution based
on use data

2. Optional
donation – suggested
donation reported
through bill insert or
other venue

C. Off-Bill Calculations with
Utility Data

C. Off-Bill Calculations with
Utility Data

B. Check Box
with Open Donation Line

All Users:
suggested
donation
provided
through
selected
communication
venues

Participants
only: Must sign
up to receive
water use and
donation info

No changes to
standard bill

No changes to
standard bill

Donation Collection Who is
Reported on Bill
Reached?
2. Check box to add All Users: No
Check box added
fixed increment to
sign up required to bill
bill total
to participate

Conservation
calculator
provided by
UA WRRC;
donation based
on customer use
data

Conservation
calculator
provided by
UA WRRC;
donation based
on customer use
data

Calculation of
Donation
No calculation
involved

Provide water use
data or perform
calculations,
program
advertising

Provide water use
data or perform
calculations,
program
advertising

Tracking
participants and
donations, program
advertising

Provide donation
separate from
water bill

Sign-up, provide
donation separate
from water bill

Check-off and
addition of
donation in
payment total

Other Utility Effort User Effort

Setting Baselines
The Conserve to Enhance tool seeks to link individual water conservation with environmental
enhancement. The tool generates donations based on cost savings on individual water bills resulting
from lower water use (and charges) compared with historical use. Therefore, in order to fully
implement Conserve to Enhance, a historical baseline for individual water users is required to
determine cost savings for each billing period resulting from water conservation.
When developing the Conserve to Enhance concept, The University of Arizona Water Resources
Research Center studied a number of different ways to establish baseline water use. Approaches
considered included using community-wide averages, customer class averages, and individual
historical use baselines. After analyzing each approach, the individual historical use baseline was
identified as the best fit for Conserve to Enhance. Individual historical use baselines compare each
rate payer’s actual historical water use against current use. This provides a very accurate measure of
the change in current water use as a result of the implementation of water conservation practices.
Other approaches, because they were based on averages, tended to leave out high water users, who
always exceed the baseline, and discourage low water users, who are already well below baseline, from
making additional conservation gains. However, in cases where existing accounting systems cannot
accommodate the individual historical baseline, use of community-wide averages or customer class
averages – whichever is available – may be a good second choice. Generally, customer class averages,
which compare similar customer types to one another (e.g. single family homes, condominiums, etc.)
are more efficacious than community-wide averages.
The key data need for establishing an individual historical water use baseline are records of water use
over time for each customer. Ideally, multiple years of records will be used to calculate the baseline to
adjust for variables such as weather, house guests, and vacations which can cause appreciable changes
in water use. Three years of records is a good rule – three years is long enough to average fluctuations
in water use but is short enough that most customers will have records for the entire period.
Historical baselines should mirror the billing period of the water utility; if the utility bills monthly,
the baseline should provide a monthly average water use based on the past three years. This allows for
a one to one monthly comparison.
Preparing the baseline is a relatively simple procedure. For each customer, the utility or a
participating partner that has obtained data from the utility simply averages an individual’s water use
for each billing period for the past three years. Complexities are introduced if there was a customer
change during the baseline period (e.g. a house sold to a new owner). In this circumstance, a baseline
may be constructed using only the available data and adding additional months over time until
a three year baseline is established or through a combination of average water use data based on
customer class and actual data for the limited period of time it is available.
Baselines generally remain static over time – once a person enrolls and a historical baseline is set,
that baseline remains the basis for calculating water conservation driven donations to Conserve to
Enhance for as long as the person remains enrolled in the program. However, as water conservation
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takes hold in a community, new water efficiency technology becomes available, etc., the program
oversight body may determine that it is necessary to adjust baselines to a new, lower water use level to
stimulate additional conservation.
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Section 7: Program Oversight and Administration
Accountability
As with any program that requests donations from the public through a highly visible, often public
means – water utilities and their bills – program oversight and accountability is of paramount
importance. Water users need assurance that their donations are going where they are told they are
going – the environment – rather than being siphoned to other programs or overhead costs. Conserve
to Enhance has oversight needs at two levels: programmatic and fiscal. At the programmatic level,
oversight is needed to ensure a transparent process for selecting environmental projects for funding.
At the fiscal level, oversight is needed to ensure donations are properly accounted for, tracked, and
granted to receiving projects. To meet these needs, both a Conserve to Enhance oversight board and
a designated fiscal agent are required.

Oversight Structures
There are a wide range of oversight structures appropriate for Conserve to Enhance. Many
communities already have government advisory boards, watershed groups, etc. that may be
appropriate for Conserve to Enhance oversight. Others may need to create a new body to provide
oversight. Some key considerations when selecting an oversight body include:
• Include citizens/citizen organizations and interest groups to ensure a wide range of
community opinions and priorities are represented
• Include local government representatives and water utility leadership
• Ensure the oversight board has a balanced composition, avoiding over-representation of a
particular viewpoint or interest
• Ensure the selection process for the oversight board is transparent and that it is clear who
is selecting the oversight board and why
Many communities already have groups or oversight boards consistent with the representational
needs of Conserve to Enhance. If you are unsure if there is an appropriate existing body in your
community, look for the following:
• Government oversight boards, such as an environment committee, water committee,
or citizen utility oversight committee. These committees (sometimes they are called
commissions or boards) exist in many communities to provide advice to elected officials and
professional staff and in some cases oversight. Members are typically appointed by elected
officials and generally represent a broad range of interests.
• Watershed groups with a mission of conserving or restoring a given watershed exist in many
communities. These groups often have broad-based membership and a board of directors or
similar body guiding their work.
• For any established group, be sure to consider the balance of interests involved in the group
to ensure it is representative of the community as a whole.
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The primary purpose of the oversight board is to ensure accountability for your community’s
Conserve to Enhance program. Oversight responsibilities include:
• Determination of the priorities for Conserve to Enhance funding, e.g. instream flows,
riparian restoration, etc., based on community priorities
• Development of project selection criteria for funding; within a broad set of priorities for
Conserve to Enhance there may be a need for criteria to enable selection between multiple
projects
• Development of grant agreements with recipient project grantees
• Review reports on Conserve to Enhance Fund donations and grant distributions
• Review and offer feedback on program materials such as advertising, bill inserts, annual
reports, etc.
• Other oversight activities as required by the specific characteristics of your community’s
Conserve to Enhance program
In addition to an oversight board, the formation of an executive committee or other leadership group
made up of a small number of oversight board members is recommended. This group will most likely
consist of the early advocates of Conserve to Enhance in your community, the water utility, and the
fiscal agent for the program. Because this group is smaller than the oversight board as a whole, it can
work efficiently to develop recommendations on project types, selection criteria, advertising, etc. The
executive committee is most logically made up of the original program proponents because these are
the people or organizations most knowledgeable about Conserve to Enhance and they likely have
already done much of the work to determine program priorities, project selection criteria, etc.
A fiscal agent is also needed to hold, track, and distribute Conserve to Enhance funds. Unless the
oversight board is a legally constituted entity, it cannot serve as the fiscal agent. The fiscal agent
reports to the oversight board. The fiscal agent should also be a member of the oversight board and
executive committee. The fiscal agent must be a legally constituted entity subject to public audit
to ensure the transparency of the program. Possible fiscal agents include the water utility, local
government, or a local non-profit organization. A potential advantage of the latter choice is the
possibility that donations to the program may be tax deductible.

Selecting an Oversight Board
If your community does not already have a group in place that is appropriate for providing Conserve
to Enhance oversight, one must be developed from scratch. While the thought of developing an
oversight board may be intimidating, it does not have to be a difficult process and is a natural part of
increasing awareness and support for Conserve to Enhance in your community. A few points to keep
in mind as you begin the process of developing an oversight board for your community’s Conserve to
Enhance program:
• Start by working with your key partners in developing Conserve to Enhance – the water
utility, NGOs, etc. – to develop a list of the interests needed to represent the community
• Cast a wide net – the oversight board should have broad representation (e.g. geographically,
public/private, cultural)
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Seek input from outside your key partner group on interest groups to include to ensure you
do not miss key stakeholders
Key stakeholder groups to consider: environmental/conservation; birders; anglers; business;
local, county, and state government staff; utility staff; elected officials; and academic
institutions
The oversight board can expand over time as new interests are identified, but try to keep the
board small enough that decision-making does not become burdensome; 15 is generally a
good cap on size, but there is no hard rule
Provide oversight board guidelines to potential members that outline program goals, the roles
of Conserve to Enhance board members, their expected time commitment, etc.

Recruitment of oversight board members can take several different paths. Generally, a core group
of organizations (which may ultimately evolve into an executive committee) are already involved in
establishing Conserve to Enhance. These organizations typically join the oversight board by default.
To recruit additional board members, this core group can:
• Put out a call for volunteers within the community, making sure you reach all interests;
• Recruit specific organizations/individuals that represent targeted stakeholders;
• Ask people to apply to participate in the oversight board, allowing your core group to ensure
an even balance of interests on the board; and/or
• Work with your local elected officials to appoint an oversight board made up of a
representative group of interests
Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvantages. A general call for volunteers is
transparent and open, but may result in an unbalanced group of interests and/or a large oversight
board. Recruiting specific organizations/individuals or an application process allows for greater
control and certainty of ensuring a balanced group of interests, but decreases perception of
transparency and openness. Calling on elected officials to appoint members to the oversight board
may increase visibility and credibility, but also introduces politics into the process.

Selecting a Fiscal Agent
Just as important as establishing an oversight board is selecting an appropriate fiscal agent for the
program. Perhaps the most obvious option for a fiscal agent is your community’s water utility; in
most cases, donations are collected through utility bills. If the water utility is willing and capable
to serve as the fiscal agent for the program, this may be the simplest approach. However, in many
cases the utility may not be capable of carrying out all of the necessary activities, e.g. distributing
grants, tracking contracts, etc. Other options include a local government department or a local
non-profit organization. Local government departments may have the infrastructure in place to
award grants and administer contracts, but their overhead costs may be higher than non-profits.
Non-profits are a good option so long as the organization has good standing in the community as
a whole and regularly audits its financial reports. However, if a non-profit is selected as fiscal agent,
that organization should not also be a potential recipient of project funds in order to avoid conflict of
interest.
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Avoiding Conflicts of Interest
To avoid real or perceived conflict of interest, one of the first tasks of the Oversight Board should
be establishment of conflict of interest guidelines. This is especially important for Conserve to
Enhance programs where the Oversight Board will be evaluating applications for project funding
and has discretion in selecting funded projects. Generally, as a best practice, organizations serving
on the Oversight Board should not both participate in evaluation of applications for Conserve to
Enhance funding and submit applications for funding themselves. To prevent conflict of interest,
organizations that know or think they may want to apply for funding sometime in the future should
not serve on the Oversight Board. Alternatively, the Oversight Board may choose to establish a subcommittee solely responsible for the evaluation and selection of applications that does not include
any organizations that may wish to apply for Conserve to Enhance funding. The latter approach
is helpful in small communities where it may be difficult to constitute a diverse Oversight Board
while at the same time excluding all organizations interested in implementing Conserve to Enhance
supported projects.
The fiscal agent is a special case. Generally, as a best practice, the fiscal agent should not be eligible
for funding from Conserve to Enhance, except as it relates to administrative fees associated with
management of Conserve to Enhance funds. The fiscal agent’s role is to track Conserve to Enhance
donations and expenditures, evaluate grant reports to ensure grantees are using funds according to
the purposes of the grant, and report this information to the Oversight Board. An ideal fiscal agent
is an organization that is subject to regular audit and never intends to apply for funds. Examples
include a water utility, local government, or a policy focused conservation organization. If the fiscal
agent is also a grant recipient from the Conserve to Enhance fund, it would be receiving a grant from
itself and the potential for misuse of funds would be increased.

Determining Project Selection Criteria
Individual water users who elect to donate to Conserve to Enhance must understand where their
money is going and why. Clear, understandable project selection criteria are therefore an important
element of Conserve to Enhance program accountability. Project selection criteria are intended to,
whenever possible, remove subjective judgment from the project selection process. This will prevent
issues with preferential treatment of projects favored by oversight board members and will maintain
maximum program transparency.
Project selection criteria should help the oversight board prioritize possible recipient projects in a way
that best reflects community values. Existing community environmental priorities may have been
defined in places like a general plan, watershed plan, etc. The board may wish to start with these as
guidance for selection criteria.
In some cases, the structure of Conserve to Enhance is such that there is only one project intended
for funding from the outset, e.g. a specific instream flow project. If this is the case, new project
selection criteria are not required, but a clear explanation of how and why the target project was
selected is needed. In other cases, Conserve to Enhance is intended to support a core project type,
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e.g. installation of neighborhood scale green infrastructure projects such as rain gardens and
vegetated swales, but the specific projects have not been selected. In these cases, clear, objective
criteria for selecting individual projects for funding are required. Best practice guidelines for selection
criteria include:
• Criteria should be objective – yes or no or quantitative – whenever possible
• Criteria should clearly target the objectives of the Conserve to Enhance Program
• Each question should address a single issue to avoid confusion during evaluation
• Questions should be assigned a ranking or fixed number of points based on the importance
of each criteria to the program
All project applications should be evaluated and ranked relative to one another, with the highest
scoring applications receiving funding. Potential applicants should have access to the project selection
criteria prior to their application. Because the selection criteria are objective, project applications do
not require comprehensive review by the entire oversight board. Rather, the executive committee or
other subcommittee of the oversight board can perform the evaluation of applications and present
the results to the board as a whole for review.
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Section 8: Implementing Conserve to Enhance in Your Community
You have completed all of the program development steps and your program is ready for launch.
What now?
Development of a communications plan is another important element of program development.
Launching Conserve to Enhance in your community is the same as launching any other communitywide program. Assuming all elements of the program management structure have been established
in previous steps – accounting mechanisms, the donation mechanism, the project or project types
receiving Conserve to Enhance funds, and the roles of the partner organizations- the launch
essentially consists of a marketing campaign to encourage participation. A communications plan
spells out who you intend to reach with information about the program, when, and how. Each
community’s approach will be somewhat different. However, most Conserve to Enhance marketing
efforts will involve the following elements:
• Bill inserts explaining the program, how it works, and why people should participate
• Website banners, links, and pages on the utility website and ideally within the utility’s online
billing system providing electronic access to the bill insert information
• Email announcements about the program distributed through partner’s mailing lists and
websites
• Earned media about the program
• If budget exists, paid media about the program in key outlets
• Presentations about the program at various community forums, e.g. neighborhood and
homeowner’s association meetings, chamber of commerce meetings, etc.
• Specific targeted outreach to community “decision leaders”
The need for communication with water users about Conserve to Enhance does not end after the
launch of the program. Ongoing communication about the program is needed to grow participation,
keep water users involved over time, and share the results. This can be achieved through similar
means as initial launch communications. For example, a quarterly report on the program could
be included as a bill insert in customer water bills. This approach both continues to advertise the
program and shows its impact on the community.
More creative approaches to promoting Conserve to Enhance may also be effective. For example,
a green labeling program could help encourage participation by local businesses. Green labeling
programs provide businesses with a way to advertise their involvement in an environmental program.
With Conserve to Enhance, participating businesses could be provided with a sticker bearing the
Conserve to Enhance logo to post on the front door or window of their shop. Prominently posting
the sticker gives businesses participating in the program a means of advertising to their customers
that the business is doing its part to save water and give back to the community.
As The University of Arizona Water Resources Research Center continues to work with communities
throughout the Western United States to implement Conserve to Enhance programs, we will keep
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an archive of communications materials and approaches used to launch and promote Conserve to
Enhance programs. These resources will be available on the Water Resources Research Center’s
Conserve to Enhance Ideas Clearinghouse website at: wrrc.arizona.edu/conserve2enhance

Conserve to Enhance as an Educational Tool
Beyond providing a new approach for promoting water conservation, funding environmental
enhancement projects, and providing water for nature in your community, Conserve to Enhance
also provides an excellent opportunity to educate the public about local water resources, water
conservation, and the water system as a whole. Linking Conserve to Enhance with education will
not only increase the reach and effectiveness of the Conserve to Enhance program, but of your
community’s overall water conservation efforts.
Inherent in the Conserve to Enhance model is education about water conservation and efficiency. In
order for the program to result in actual water savings, some education on water conservation must
take place. This education can be integrated into existing utility programs or take the form of new
efforts. Suggested forums for education about water conservation and Conserve to Enhance include:
• Utility bill inserts describing Conserve to Enhance and providing information about how to
save water and participate in the program
• Utility web pages about water conservation
• Partner web pages, such as NGOs, city or county governments, etc.
• Newsletters distributed by partners and utilities
• Utility outreach efforts (e.g. watersmart businesses)
• We recommend the Alliance for Water Efficiency’s Home Water Works website as a user
friendly tool for consumers to learn specifically where they can save water (www.homewater-works.org)
Because Conserve to Enhance is a multi-stakeholder program, there is the opportunity to educate
water users with messages from multiple sources and perspectives, rather than just the traditional
water utility perspective.
In conjunction with education about water conservation, Conserve to Enhance also provides an
opportunity to educate water users about the environment and the water system as a whole. The
program provides an excellent opportunity to educate the public on the issue being addressed by
program funding. For example, in Bend, OR, a utility check box program has been used as a tool to
educate the community about instream flows in the Deschutes River. Even if a program is narrowly
focused, for example on a single riparian restoration project, this project can be used as a way to
educate people about issues that led to the need for restoration and how the project interacts with
the water system as a whole. This type of education serves to increase awareness about water issues
in a community and can provide additional incentive for conservation. Some venues for broader
environmental education include:
• Interpretative signs at the project site or sites
• Volunteer events to help with implementation of projects
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Oversight board meetings, if they are open to the public
Utility bill inserts describing Conserve to Enhance and providing information about
benefiting projects
Utility web pages about water conservation
Partner web pages, such as NGOs, city or county governments, etc.
Newsletters distributed by partners and utilities
Community events
Group presentations, like HOAs, Rotary, etc.
Targeted teacher training and K-12 education programs

C. Implementation Resources
Section 9: Communications and Outreach Resources
Available resources:
• One Page Fact Sheets
o General Program Fact Sheet
o Utility Fact Sheet
o NGO Fact Sheet
o Tucson Conserve to Enhance Brochure
• Program Websites
o University of Arizona Water Resources Research Center: wrrc.arizona.edu/
conserve2enhance
o Watershed Management Group: www.watershedmg.org/c2e
o Tucson Water: http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/water/checkbox
o Sonoran Institute: http://www.sonoraninstitute.org/where-we-work/southwest/santacruz-river/378-water-for-the-environment.html
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ConneCting the Drops: Linking Urban Water Use With LoCaL environmentaL neeDs

Water resources – water quality, stream flows, etc. – consistently rank as Americans’ top environmental concern.
Yet, at the local level, most people do not know what they can do to improve water resources in their community or
region. At the same time, water utilities are ramping up water conservation programs in the face of increasingly scarce
water supplies, especially in Western states. Conserve to Enhance (C2E) links these issues for the first time – making a
difference in places people care about, while increasing conservation by municipal water users.

a neW a pproaCh

C2E’s innovative approach provides a direct link between voluntary water conservation actions by water users and local
environmental projects. Once a C2E program is established, water customers can voluntarily participate and:
1. Conserve water at their home or business by changing behaviors and/or installing new water conserving fixtures or
appliances.
2. Track water savings compared to their past water use through their water bills.
3. Donate the money saved on their water bill as a result of water conservation to a C2E fund.
4. Then, the C2E fund provides money for community-selected environmental enhancement projects, ranging from
securing instream flows to restoring native vegetation to installing new green infrastructure projects.
By providing a mechanism to link water use with donations, C2E provides a new funding stream for environmental
projects and a new motivation for water users to conserve. And because C2E-supported projects take place in
participants’ own communities, they can easily see their efforts are having a meaningful impact for the environment.
A pilot program in Tucson has saved over 500,000 gallons of potable water and generated thousands of dollars in
donations for an environmental restoration project in just a few months.

mULtipLe benefits

What makes Conserve to Enhance unique is its ability to provide multiple benefits and meet a variety of utility and
community goals, all through a simple, easy to understand tool. Utilities benefit from increased conservation by
consumers, the ability to link C2E to existing conservation programs, and new education and outreach opportunities.
The public benefits from environmental enhancement projects in their community or region, the ability to support these
projects at no new cost to them, and increased awareness of connections between their behavior and the environment.

interesteD in bringing C2e to yoUr CommUnity?

Three essential elements are needed to launch a successful C2E program:
1. Support from local partners to help implement the program and deliver on environmental goals
2. An environmental enhancement project or initiative that has a water connection, is valued by the community, and
is in need of support.
3. An accounting tool that tracks participants’ water use, water bills, and C2E donations.
The University of Arizona Water Resources Research Center (WRRC) has experienced staff available to assist with
the development of each of these key elements. C2E was originally developed at WRRC. The Center has led the
implementation of a C2E program in Tucson, AZ and is working with communities throughout the West to scope C2E
pilot programs. Contact us if you are interested in finding out more about implementing C2E in your community:
Within Arizona:
Candice Rupprecht
candicer@cals.arizona.edu
520-621-6318
For more information, visit:
http://www.cals.arizona.edu/azwater/conserve2enhance.html
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Outside Arizona :
Aaron Lien
amlien@cals.arizona.edu
520-621-3795
Funding for Conserve to Enhance is provided by:

ConneCting the Drops: Linking Urban Water Use With LoCaL environmentaL neeDs

Water resources – water quality, stream flows, etc. – consistently rank as Americans’ top environmental concern. Yet, at
the local level, many people do not know what they can do to improve water resources in their community. At the same
time, many communities have developed environmental conservation and restoration priorities, but struggle to find
sustainable funding for implementation. Conserve to Enhance (C2E) provides a new approach to address this funding
challenge. The program supports local and regional conservation projects by encouraging households and businesses
to use less water and donate the avoided costs on their water bills to a fund supporting priority environmental
enhancement projects.

a neW a pproaCh to FUnD LoCaL programs

C2E’s innovative approach provides a new motivation for participation in utility water conservation programs by making
a direct link between voluntary efforts to use less water by individuals and businesses and local environmental projects.
Once a C2E program is established, water customers can voluntarily participate and:
1. Conserve water at their home or business by changing behaviors and/or installing new water conserving retrofits.
2. Track water savings compared to their historic water use through their water bills.
3. Donate the money saved on their water bill as a result of water conservation to a C2E fund.
4. Then, the C2E fund provides money for community-selected environmental enhancement projects, ranging from
securing instream flows to restoring native vegetation to installing new green infrastructure projects.
A pilot program in Tucson has saved over 500,000 gallons of potable water and generated thousands of dollars in
donations for an environmental restoration project in just a few months.

mULtipLe beneFits

C2E can provide a range of benefits to your organization and your community as a whole:
• A new, reliable funding stream to achieve environmental enhancement goals including in-stream flows, green
infrastructure projects, riparian restoration – whatever your community designates as its priorities;
• An opportunity for dialogue about community priorities for water-related restoration and protection projects and a
means to address these priorities;
• Reduced overall water use, potentially improving stream flows, temperature of streams, and other measures of
water quantity and quality; and
• Education about not just water conservation, but about the water system as a whole.
Because C2E-supported projects take place in your own community, participants can easily see the impact of their
donations on the local environment, strengthening the incentive to conserve.

interesteD in bringing C2e to yoUr CommUnity?

Three essential elements are needed to launch a successful C2E program:
1. Support from local partners to help implement the program and deliver on environmental goals.
2. An environmental enhancement project or initiative that has a water connection, is valued by the community, and
is in need of support.
3. An accounting tool that tracks participants’ water use, water bills, and C2E donations.
The University of Arizona Water Resources Research Center (WRRC) has experienced staff available to assist with
the development of each of these key elements. C2E was originally developed at WRRC. The Center has led the
implementation of a C2E program in Tucson, AZ and is working with communities throughout the West to scope C2E
programs. Contact us if you are interested in finding out more about implementing C2E in your community:
Within Arizona:
Candice Rupprecht
candicer@cals.arizona.edu
520-621-6318

Outside Arizona :
Aaron Lien
amlien@cals.arizona.edu
520-621-3795

Funding for Conserve to Enhance is provided by:

For more information, visit: http://cals.arizona.edu/azwater/conserve2enhance.html
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ConneCting the Drops: Linking Urban Water Use With LoCaL environmentaL neeDs

Water resources – water quality, stream flows, etc. – consistently rank as Americans’ top environmental concern. Yet
at the local level, many people do not know what they can do to improve water resources in their community. At the
same time, water utilities are ramping up water conservation programs in the face of increasingly scarce water supplies,
especially in Western states. Conserve to Enhance (C2E) links these issues for the first time, making a difference in places
people care about, while increasing conservation by water users. Put your customers in the driver’s seat and allow them
to raise funds for local or regional projects they value, while you benefit from their water conservation efforts.

a neW a pproaCh to meet UtiLity Water Conservation goaLs

C2E’s innovative approach provides a new motivation for consumer participation in water conservation programs by
making a direct link between water conservation actions and local environmental projects. Once a C2E program is
established, water customers can voluntarily participate and:
1. Conserve water at their home or business by changing behaviors and/or installing new water conserving retrofits.
2. Track water savings compared to their past monthly water use.
3. Donate the money saved on their water bill as a result of water conservation to a C2E fund.
If your utility does not have the flexibility to make the billing system adjustments required by C2E, or your utility wants
to gauge customer interest in donating to the environment before implementing a full scale program, consider including
a checkbox on your water bill. Both C2E and environmental enhancement checkboxes increase customers’ awareness
of environmental water needs. But only C2E helps your utility meet its water conservation goals – stretching supplies,
avoiding capital costs, responding to drought, and others.

mULtipLe benefits

C2E provides a range of benefits to utilities. By providing a new motivation for water conservation, C2E helps engage
traditional non-joiners in water conservation – people who are not interested in conserving for the sake of supporting
future growth. By linking water conservation with the environment, C2E provides a basis for education about not just
water conservation, but the water system as a whole. Utility revenues normally lost because of conservation programs
may be recovered if the C2E fund is used to purchase supplemental water from the utility for environmental projects.
For utilities with storm water responsibilities, C2E funds can be used to improve green infrastructure. And because C2Esupported projects take place in your own community or region, participants can easily see how their efforts and money
are having a meaningful impact for the environment, further strengthening the incentive to conserve. A pilot program
in Tucson has saved over 500,000 gallons of potable water and generated thousands of dollars in donations for a local
restoration project in just a few months.

interesteD in bringing C2e to yoUr CommUnity?

Three essential elements are needed to launch a successful C2E program:
1. Support from local partners to help implement the program and deliver on environmental goals.
2. An environmental enhancement project or initiative that has a water connection, is valued by the community, and
is in need of support.
3. An accounting tool that tracks participants’ water use, water bills, and C2E donations.
Utilities can play a key role in the development and implementation of C2E programs. The University of Arizona Water
Resources Research Center (WRRC) has experienced staff available to assist with evaluating the costs and benefits of
implementing C2E and tailoring programs to local goals and opportunities. C2E was originally developed at WRRC.
The Center has led implementation of a C2E program in Tucson, AZ and is working with communities throughout the
West to develop C2E programs. Contact us if you are interested in finding out more about implementing C2E in your
community:
Within Arizona:
Outside Arizona :
Funding for Conserve to Enhance is provided by:
Candice Rupprecht
Aaron Lien
candicer@cals.arizona.edu
amlien@cals.arizona.edu
520-621-6318
520-621-3795
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For more information, visit: http://www.cals.arizona.edu/azwater/conserve2enhance.html

Conserve to Enhance
linking

water conservation
with riparian enhancement
How C2E Works

The Tucson Conserve to Enhance (C2E) Program links water conservation
with watershed restoration to ensure that personal water savings translate
into environmental benefit. C2E participants track money saved through
water conservation and donate the savings to a Riparian Enhancement
Fund. You may also donate without tracking water savings via a “checkbox” on your Tucson Water bill.

1. Conserve water at your home
or business by installing water
conservation systems.

The C2E Riparian Enhancement Fund is overseen by a community advisory
board that selects riparian projects to receive support. In 2011/2012, the
recipient site is Atturbury Wash. C2E is a collaboration between Watershed
Management Group, Sonoran Institute, and the University of Arizona’s
Water Resources Research Center. For more details, or to sign up, visit
www.watershedmg.org/c2e.

Contact

2. Track and donate the money
saved on your water bill to the
C2E Riparian Enhancement fund.
3. Enhance. The money you
donate pays for water and
infrastructure for the Atturbury
Wash riparian enhancement
project in Tucson.

Emily Brott, Project Manager
520-290-0828 x1144 | ebrott@sonoraninstitute.org

1

2

3
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Section 10: Evaluating Success
The Water Resources Research Center (WRRC) has developed an evaluation plan framework to
guide program evaluation the Tucson Conserve to Enhance pilot program as well as provide a tool
for developing evaluation plans for communities currently engaged or interested in designing a
Conserve to Enhance program.
The WRRC can help you design an evaluation plan that suits your community’s needs and can
provide examples of surveys and other data-gathering tools we have used with the Tucson Conserve
to Enhance program to evaluate the various program parameters. The WRRC is interested in
supporting evaluation efforts and tracking C2E program development and implementation in all
partner communities to increase the knowledge base about successes and challenges of developing
C2E programs and similar programs.
In the face of tighter budgets and more accountability to customers, water conservation programs
are expected to produce results indicating that water savings were achieved and that the investment
results in a positive community impact. As with any conservation program designed for utility
use, Conserve to Enhance has been designed to track and produce these kinds of outcomes.
Program evaluation will provide insight into the effectiveness of the Conserve to Enhance program
as a water conservation and environmental enhancement tool in your community and help you
better understand and connect with customers. Through evaluation of some basic parameters
of the program, your community can determine program elements that are working, those that
are inefficient and do not seem to work well, participants’ attitudes toward the program and
their participation, and the program’s overall community and environmental impacts. Results of
evaluation in your community will also help improve Conserve to Enhance for implementation in
other communities.
This evaluation plan lays out the basic questions of interest about program design, implementation,
and outcomes and provides a timeline and process for ensuring data is collected at appropriate
intervals to gather useful information and ascertain meaningful impacts. In planning an evaluation
approach as part of program design, it is important to consider both the kind of information you
want to gather, and the appropriate timeline in which to collect data and information throughout the
stages of program development and implementation.
The goal of program evaluation is to answer three overarching questions about the Conserve to
Enhance Program as implemented in your community:
• What resources does it take (e.g. staff time, financial resources, etc.) to develop and
implement C2E in your community?
• Has Conserve to Enhance been successful in meeting its goals for water conservation,
donations, increased awareness, and the environmental benefits?
• By developing a C2E program, what have we learned about how to improve program design,
increase capacity and attract new participants to C2E?
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The evaluation framework below provides an approach to answering these overarching questions.
This framework allows you to identify the specific piece of information and the specific tool and/or
data needed for evaluation. Data collection is organized into four distinct phases describing the four
main time periods of Conserve to Enhance development and implementation.
Phase 1: Program Development – This describes the time period from conceptualization of a
Conserve to Enhance program in a community to program launch. Tracking the timing and
sequence of development of the Key Elements using the Readiness Rating Worksheet will be useful
in establishing a chronology of program development.
Phase 2: Program Implementation – When program implementation begins it is important to
collect demographic information from applicants/participants, as well as baseline information about
home/business water use. Evaluation of program implementation also includes collecting information
on the effectiveness of marketing efforts and messaging that resonates within your community.
Phase 3: Participant Updates – Regular updates are used to gauge participant progress in
conserving water and raising donations for the Conserve to Enhance fund. Providing stakeholders
and participants with timely updates encourages more active participation and creates momentum
toward program goals. The means of distributing updates are dependent on the structure of a
program. These updates may be sent monthly, quarterly, bi-annually, or at any interval that makes
sense in your community. Updates can include a summary of water savings, recipient project(s),
related conservation programs and educational and training opportunities. Importantly, updates
may also include a request for donation to the C2E fund and a survey of participant involvement.
An accounting mechanism that is fully integrated within a utility billing system may allow for a
great deal of flexibility in determining when and what information is distributed to participants.
The opposite may also be true because some utility billing systems have very limited ability to make
billing changes, especially to their web-based systems. For updates that must happen outside of the
utility billing system, there may be greater flexibility in the types of information collected, but it may
be a laborious process. Either way, the cost of time and benefit of information gathered will need to
be weighed.
Phase 4: Annual Update – Participant activities, progress toward environmental goals and feedback
about the program should be assessed on an annual basis. This information can be used to provide
stakeholders and participants with updates on milestones and achievements and to make adjustments
to the program design based on participant feedback. Annual reporting may also be required by
funding partners and consistent data collection throughout the year will allow for more timely and
robust reports.
Types/sources of data:
• Accounting mechanism that tracks water use and donations (see Section 6)
• Outreach (marketing/PR) tracking
• Participant applications and/or existing customer water use data
• Participant surveys
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•
•
•

Program budgets
Program development chronology
Recipient enhancement site reporting

The Table 2 below provides an overview of the different questions we have developed to help evaluate
the Conserve to Enhance program design, implementation strategies and process. Depending
on the structure and focus of your program, you may need to leave out, modify, or create new
evaluation questions. Listed below are the types of data collection tools you will need to consider
using to perform an evaluation. The left column lists the different types of data collection tools we
recommend. The columns on the right side of the table denote the different program phases of the
Conserve to Enhance program, beginning with Development. Evaluation questions are organized
by the data collection tool and the program phase when each given question is important to
consider. It will be useful to carefully consider all of the questions we have proposed before program
development begins so you can appropriately allocate resources for evaluation. A first step to
developing your own evaluation plan is to select the questions your community would like to answer;
prioritizing these questions may help identify what data are most important in “proving the success”
of your program.
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Chronology

Budget

Application

Type of Data
Collection
Accounting
Mechanism

•

How long does
each element
of program
development
take to
complete?

Development

•

•
What types of
people sign up for
the pilot?
Does the method
of reaching people
affect signups?

Application

Table 2: Evaluation Framework

•

•

•

•

•

•

What is the cost of program
development? What is the cost of
program management?

Does proximity/use of restoration
site affect participants’ level of water
conservation?
How much money did participants
actually donate to the fund?
Did participants donate as much, less,
or more than what they saved?
Did participants donate as much, less,
or more than what was needed for the
recipient site?

•

•
How much water do pilot
participants conserve after
joining the program compared
to their historical use?
Does behavior change last over
time?
How much money did
participants actually save
through water conservation?

Annual Update

Program Phase
Quarterly Update
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Surveys

Recipient Site
Reporting

Type of Data
Collection
Marketing/
PR Tracking

Development

•

•
What percentage of
people reached sign
up/apply for the
pilot program?
How many people
who expressed
interest and who
applied for the
program actually
signed up as a
participant?

Application

Program Phase
Quarterly Update

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Were participants motivated to
conserve water because of the
environmental benefits?
Did program increase awareness of
participants about water conservation?
Did program increase awareness
of participants about riparian
enhancement?
Did program increase involvement of
participants in riparian enhancement?
Do people talk to others once they are
involved?
What is the participants’ motivation for
conserving water?
What is the participants’ motivation for
donating to the C2E Fund?
What is the participants’ motivation for
promoting C2E?

How much money from the C2E Fund is
given to site for designated year?
What changes occurred at site as a
result of C2E funds?

Annual Update

Section 11: Conserve to Enhance: Program Development Questions
Identify Key Partners:
1. Who are the leading environmental/conservation non-profit organizations in your community
involved in on-the-ground project implementation?
a. Non-profit organizations, sometimes called non-governmental organizations, are often
key players in the types of environmental enhancement projects Conserve to Enhance seeks to
support.
b. Organizations in this category may be locally based, e.g. a local watershed group, land trust,
or conservancy; a chapter of a national organization, e.g. The Nature Conservancy or Audubon;
or a regional or national organization itself, e.g. Trust for Public Land or the Conservation Fund.
c. If you can identify one or two organizations, you usually can use those contacts to find new
contacts and expand your partnerships.
2. Who are the leading organizations representing other interests in your community?
a. Local business organizations, neighborhood associations, citizens groups, and any number 		
of other organizations could be important allies as you begin to promote adoption of Conserve to
Enhance in your community.
3. Which employees of the local town, city, or county government are likely to support Conserve to
Enhance?
a. More often than not, the local government will be involved in Conserve to Enhance in some
way – usually its involvement will be significant. Developing support for the program among
government employees may be important.
4. Which elected officials are likely to support Conserve to Enhance?
a. Especially in communities where the utility is publicly owned, elected officials can play a key
role in supporting and advancing Conserve to Enhance.
5. Who are your key allies in advancing Conserve to Enhance?
a. Now that you have done your research and spoken with potential partners, who are your key
allies going forward? Also, who does not support the program and why?
Gain Utility Support:
1. Who is the local water utility?
2. Is the local water utility a public utility or a private utility?
a. It is important to understand the corporate structure of your local utility. Public utilities are
usually accountable directly or indirectly to elected officials in your town, city, or county. Private
utilities are accountable to their shareholders.
3. Who are the water conservation or water efficiency employees with the utility?
a. Employees who work on water conservation or efficiency programs are the first people you
should talk to with the utility and may be early allies.
4. Is the water utility willing to participate in program scoping?
a. Include the utility and key non-utility allies in scoping what a program could look like.
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Identify Program Goals
1. What are the key environmental goals of the community, utility, and key partners?
a. Keep in mind that Conserve to Enhance is focused on water resources related environmental
projects when fleshing out general program goals. Consider projects that impact stream flows,
riparian areas, and water quality.
2. Where do these goals align?
a. Is there something that excites everyone involved?
3. Of the commonly held goals, which will provide the most visible impact in the community?
a. Conserve to Enhance is about water conservation and making an impact in communities.
The most effective programs will focus on goals that are recognizable to average citizens (the
donors to the program).
4. Of the commonly held goals, which require new or additional funding to implement?
e. Focus on project types that require some seed funding to get going or supplemental funding
to complete. Remember, the best goals are those that people can see every day in the community.
Select a Donation and Accounting Mechanism
1. Does the participating utility have the capacity to incorporate Conserve to Enhance elements into its
billing system?
a. This is a complex issue. Refer to the Conservation Calculator and Accounting Options
section of this Program Development Guide for additional detail on key considerations.
b. Integrating Conserve to Enhance into the utility’s billing system will provide the simplest
accounting and tracking.
c. Many utilities have limited flexibility with what they can add and modify in their billing
systems. However, in most cases, they can export data from the system to allow for other
accounting options.
2. If the utility is unable to integrate Conserve to Enhance into its billing system, what are the other
options available?
a. The University of Arizona Water Resources Research Center can provide access to accounting
tools to track water use, water savings, donation amounts, etc.
b. There are many middle of the road options, e.g. a check box for donations on water bills, that
do not require full integration into the utility billing system
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Appendix A: Overview of Water Utility Check Box Programs
Check box programs can be a good starting point for implementing a Conserve to Enhance
program. While a check box approach does not enable the full scope of Conserve to Enhance – a
check box does not provide a motivation for water users to conserve water or link donations to water
conservation – it does provide a linkage between water use and the environment. Check boxes are
also simpler to implement and provide a means of determining community interest in donating to
environmental enhancement projects through their water bills.
Check box programs have been implemented by water utilities in at least four different communities
in the western US: Tucson, AZ; Bend, OR; Albuquerque, NM; and Santa Fe, NM. Information
on each program is provided below. In all four examples, the purpose of the check box is to benefit
riparian ecosystems. These programs have been successful in raising funds for environmental
projects. For example, the Bend, OR program has enabled the purchase of water rights to increase
flows in the Deschutes River. Check box programs provide a number of advantages to water utilities:
• Easy implementation, requiring only a single, simple addition to customers water bills and/or
your utility’s online billing system;
• A starting point for gauging community interest in giving to the environment through water
bills;
• Inclusiveness – all water users can participate in the program;
• A reliable funding stream for environmental projects that will benefit the community and the
utility; and
• An opportunity to build partnerships with NGOs in the community to implement projects.
Check box programs are generally promoted and administered as a partnership between a utility
and local non-profit organizations. The utility plays an important role in the promotion of the check
box program through its water bills, bill inserts, web pages, etc. and the administration of program
donations through its accounting system. Local non-profit organizations play a role in promotion of
the program more widely in the community, implementation of environmental projects funded by
donations, and program oversight. To implement a check box program, a utility can expect to incur
administrative costs as a result of:
• Adding the check box to water bills,
• Printing bill inserts, adding information to the utility website and other promotional
activities, and
• Staffing to account for donations and make funds available to environmental projects.
These costs are highly variable depending on the flexibility of a utility’s billing system, number of
customers, etc.
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Examples of existing check box programs:
Tucson, Arizona
The Tucson Conserve to Enhance Program (C2E) funds projects that restore and protect local
riparian areas. There are two ways to donate to the C2E Program: 1) “Full participants” conserve
water at their home or business, track their water savings, and donate the value of their savings and
2) Water customers may also become a C2E donor without tracking water savings by contributing
to the check box on Tucson Water water bills. The Tucson Water check box allows people to add
a discretionary donation amount each month to their water bill. Funds from both the C2E full
participants and the check box program are supporting a riparian restoration project at a local wash,
including tree plantings and supplemental watering.
A check box has been present on Tucson Water’s bills for several years. When the check box was
first implemented, funds from customer donations were earmarked for open space conservation.
In early 2011, the check box program was extended to include riparian enhancement projects. The
funds from the check box are held by Tucson Water and may be requested for distribution by the
Tucson Conserve to Enhance Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee is made up of a range
of community stakeholders and provides oversight for the program. Over its existence, the water
bill check box has raised tens of thousands of dollars for open space and, more recently, riparian
restoration.
Bend, Oregon
Avion Water Company has partnered with the Deschutes River Conservancy (DRC) to create the
Blue Water program. The program provides Avion customers an opportunity to support DRC efforts
to increase flows in the Deschutes River. Funds raised through the Blue Water program are allocated
to the DRC’s stream flow enhancement efforts.
The Blue Water program was launched in March 2007 and was initially promoted through press
releases and inserts included in Avion water bills. The program is also prominently featured on the
DRC website. Customers who sign up for the Blue Water program see donations automatically added
to each month’s bill until they choose to discontinue their enrollment. Four monthly donation levels
are offered to Avion customers, ranging between $1.60 and $6.40 per month. The Avion Water
Company collects Blue Water donations and sends a check to the DRC.
The partnering organizations predicted that $10,500 could be raised in the first year, given a 5%
enrollment at the lowest contribution level. While this goal was not initially achieved, by January
2009, close to $1000 per month was donated to the Blue Water program by 250 participants (2.3%
enrollment). In 2010, donations increased to $14,554.30.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico
The City of Santa Fe introduced the Santa Fe River Fund in 2007 as part of a larger initiative
to restore the Santa Fe River in partnership with the Santa Fe River Watershed Association and
WildEarth Guardians. The Santa Fe River Fund was created to raise money for the purchase of water
rights for the Santa Fe River.
The River Fund is managed by the city’s Water Division, which promotes the program and collects
funds for the program. The Santa Fe River Commission and the non-profit Santa Fe Watershed
Association, which advocates for restoration of the river, provide program oversight. Both the
city and the Watershed Association promote the program on their websites. Information on fund
management is reported to the River Commission throughout the year. The city reserves funds for
the River Fund in an escrow account.
The program allows water customers to donate to the Santa Fe River Fund over a range of suggested
donation amounts from $1 to $50 or to write in a discretionary amount. The check box has raised
over $100,000 including matching funds from the city.
Albuquerque, NM
In October 2008, the Water Authority started offering its customers a $1 check box donation option
on water bills for a Living River Fund supporting silvery minnow in the Rio Grande. While the
check box donation on the bill is limited to $1, customers can make donations of any amount in
person at City Hall. The check box program was promoted through a bill insert that went out to
all customers and was publicized in a short Albuquerque Journal news piece. On their website, the
Water Authority posts a list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) about the program. As of January
2009, three months after the program commenced, $1,642 had been donated to the fund by 60 out
of 175,000 total customers.
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